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4Abstract
The purpose of this project was to develop an information system which would help the Plant
Services Department at WPI to efficiently manage campus safety. By collecting data on fire equipment and
hazardous wa te sites, we were able to create a centralized database that would facilitate code cOlnpliance and
inspection fulfillment. ~fhis database, linked with 3D models of eight of the campus's main academic
buildings create~; an essential tool for locating and maintaining specific safety item.s. The end product of our
project is a three-dimensional map of the WPI campus, interactively linked through GIS and data basing
applications, which allows for the quick and efficient consultation of safety infomla1ion. This sy tern
demonstrates the benefits of using state-of-the-art technology for stream.lining the processes used to maintaln
safety within a college environment.
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6Executive Summary
The safety of students and faculty on a college campus relies on the efficlent management of its
facilities. Colleges throughout the US are beginning to slowly adapt to the growing concerns of society by
inlproving their current safety management systems. With rising pressure from the ]:.,nvirontnental Protection
Agency (EPA) and the National Fire Protection Agency (HFPA), higher level institutions have n1ade
inlprovem nts to increase the level of safety on their campuses.
The Wl)I community, known for being the leader of innovation and engineering, has begun its
transition towards developing a new and inlproved managenlent information systerrL to control campus
safety. '"'fhe key to a successful system begins with the creation of a centra.! database of information which is
easy to access, update, and maintain. The more organized and structured the data is the more ef£lcient the
system will be. l~o go along with this, a visual representation of the infor:~nationon a 3D map will not only
help with the management but also inlprove the inspection process by saving both time and money. By
linking these together, the safety management here at WPI will become centralized, computerized, and highly
efficient.
In regards to the current processes used, the manual record keeping and the inefficient inspections
were the two m2.in problems we had tried to solve with this IQP. By nan:'owing done th.e scope of this project
to [tte equipment and Satellite Accumulation Areas within 8 of the campus buildings we were able to lay the
groundwork to do just that. We have developed the steps to create the system and now it must be adapted for
the ntire campus. Once this goal is accomplished, this system will provide Plant Services with a technically
advanced systerrl of maintaining safety here at WPI.
Our project is a continuation of last years E-Buildings IQP done by WPI students. We were able to
provide Plant Services with a 3D layout of 8 of the main institutional buil.dings on campus; IZave Hall,
Higgins, Atwater Kent, Salisbury Labs, Washburn Shops, Stratton Hall, (~oddard ~Hall, and Olin Hall. All of
these buildings ,vere imported onto the nlain DWG campus map, which used GIS to correctly place the
buildings in their "true" positions. In two of the buildings, IZaven Hall and Goddard Hall, we placed all of tbe
[1fe safety equiprnent and atellite accumulation area data. This representation was able to show you exactly
where each item or room was located on campus with an accompanying database of all the inforrnation you
would need to know about that item or room. /"fhis would allow to you not only find out when a ftte
extinguisher or satellite accumulation area was last inspected but also where exactly it is on campus in a 3D
rnode!.
71 Introduction
Campus security and safety is an important feature of postsecondary education. Every year, college~
across the nation seek out new practices and guidelines to incorporate into their current management
program. The development of new technologies and prevention techni'iues have begun to modify the way
colleges are cur:~ently controlling and maintaining ftre and health safety i formation. They key to afe a
campus is an efficient management system.
Annually, there are approximately 1,700 documented ftres in co: ege donnitories classroom
buildings, and £~aternities and sororities l . Since January 2000, over 65 people have died in student housing
fires across the Ic:ountry and countless others have been injured2. Negligent waste management i another
problem colleges have recently been faced with and since 1999; the EPA. has assessed $2,700,000 in fmes to
colleges in violation. The University of New Hampshire was recently fm,_d $49,000 for violation of t deral
and state hazardous waste management laws3. These types of events, along with lllany others, have resulted in
an increased awareness of safety on college campuses.
Since 1990, WPI has invested in excess of $28 million in major campus renovations, including the
renovation of residential housing, the addition of sprinkler systems in 80 percent of the campus buildings,
and the updating of ftre alarm systems in all residence halls. WPI also en::;ures that safe and environmentally
sound managem.ent of hazardous waste is ~n integral part of it fI).ission. 'WPI is committed to meting
stringent federal, state, and local regulations and has committed extensiv,~ resources to ensure effective
guidance is available to faculty, staff, and students to meet and exceed compliance requirement. j~longwith
these improvements and programs, Congress ha initiated such bills as the "Campus Fire Safety lught-to-
I<now Act," wh1ch requires colleges and universities to disclose ftre safetv standards and measur ~s to all
current and pro ,pective students and employees4• A good campus safety program will include a balance
between sat ty education and awareness to students and employees; strict enforce:ment of safety regulation;
prevention; and efficient facilities management
1 \V\v\\'.fema.conl:, 2004
2 \V\v\v.canlpusfir;-,.org; 2004
3 EPA New England Press Release; 2000
4 \V\vw.theorator.conl; 2003
8The Plant Services Department at WPI recognizes the need to :Improve the management information
y t m currently being used. The process to improve the availability of up to date information began last year
with the facilities management project done by a group of students frool WPI fo:r their Interdisciplinary
Qualifying Projects. An all-encompassing model of the campus linking building flre-safety equipment and
atellite accum .lation areas to their corresponding location with a univel~sal database of information and data
has already been created. The maps previously being used were paper-based two-cfunensional copies only,
which are not necessarily accessible at a building location nor are easily adaptable. ach time a change in
campus flte-safety equipment or a satellite accumulation area is made, tr,e laborious process of 'enerating a
new set of updated documents to annotate its specifics and its location has been needed. In an attempt to
create this information system, last years IQP team was able to map out five of the campus buildings in 2D
AutoCAD forIT at and inventory the flte equipment in each one of them, such as the flte extinguishers, afety
lights, exit signs, and sprinkler systems.
This IC~P will create an efficient management information systeJD for the Plant Services Department
at WPI. With the use of current technologies, we can efficiently raise the level of fire and health afety
management throughout campus. By using 3D models of campus buildings, GIS, and a univer al database
system, we can implement new processes in addition to the current ones which will allow for th quick and
asy flow of information. In creating an organized universal information system for safety mana ement, I)lant
ervices, individual managers, and inspectors alike, will be able to easily and efficiently monitor f e lev I of
flte and environmental safety here at WPI.
Master Thesis, L;.amdadia 2003
92 Baclcground
The purpose of this IQP is to create a system that is a simple enough to navigate, access, utilize, and
update environlnental and ftre safety information in each building here on campus. WPI has been the leade.r
in creating uch efficient processes for inspections, but as we see it and:l the inspectors them elves see it,
th re is still much room for improvement. The management plan currer tly in place is a perfect .xample of
the correct way to go about these inspections, but the one thing that stands out, is that at such a technical
school that is \X'PI, the design is completely based on human resources ',vith minimal use of technology. Th,o
idea that we can renovate the system in place to become a design of the future ra1her than the past is the goal
we are looking to accomplish. We wish to incorporate the technical adv2,nces in the fields of 3D mapping and
GI to make in~;pections here at WPI that much easier and that much more efficient.
2.1 General Safety
WPI is always in search of creating a safer environment for all of their shldcnts, both on and off
campus. Each year, there is another aspect of the system that can be updated and 1rrlproved. As new laws arl~
enact d and requirements are set, WPI is forced to enter into a never-ending race of providing a safer
environment for its faculty and students. Since 1997, there has been repc1rted a total number of even
dormitory ftres, which resulted in no injury or damage to the building. 11]lere has only been a fe~" minor case
involving satellite accumulation area violations, but for the majority, the l~nvironrr:Lental safety heJce on campus
continuously meets their inspection requirements. According to statistics from the l'Jational Fire Protection
Agency, 1700 fu'es occur on college campuses annually. Also according to the NF'P1i, smoking was the
number one cause of fatal ftres, in which all students who died in college fires bevlVeen 1990 and 1994, did so
in ftr s where the cause was related to smoking. Residential Services is al\vays imp.roving flte-sat ty phy ically,
with smoke detectors and sprinklers, new policies, and with a better education of students. Our IQP is in
earch of fixing the problem before it occurs. A serious problem for the ;afety manager at WPI is that th y
could not keep track of all equipment at all time and therefore, could not be efficient.
2.2 Facilities Management
Facility :Management refer to buildings in use, to the planning, design, manag ment of occupied
building and thLir associated building sy tern , equipment and furniture to enable and to enhance the
organization's ability to meet its business or programmatic objectives. It j the practice of coordinating the
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physical workplace with the people and work of the organization, to int,,~grate the principles of business
administration, architecture and the behavioral and engineering sciences. Facility Management thus refers to
organizational effectiveness.
2.2.1 What is Facilities Management at WPI?
Facilities Management is a vital strategic discipline because it 'tr:tnslates' the high level, trategic
change required by senior decision makers into day to day reality for pe(~ple in thcir work or living space.
~rhe university campus provides unique challenges and opportunities as :1 context for GIS applications.
• Universities provide multiple communitie with different thinking style s, decision :making structures and
applications of technology. A system encompassing all the departments ,:onsideriJ:1g all the issue might thu"
be difficult to form but useful for accessing the untapped resources presented by all the departments.
• Creating an all-encompassing systetn requires collaboration between departments. For decisions to be made
in the context of the larger 'whole' of the university, it will require to dra'w on inforrnation stored in various
departments. An integrated 3D system can form the foundation on which shared spatial data are built.
• The use of professional judgment for decision support will be unusable with the retirement of the personnel
responsible for decision making and might limit the use of any system fer graphically rendering olutions or
decisions. The use of an integrated 3D system will provide structured an:tlyses for decision support by facility
managers and will be easily transferable/usable between different personnel. In order to make the correct
decisions, facilities management needs the correct tools for maintaining up-to-date iJnformation, \vhich will
aid in making decisions benefiting the organization in achieving short as well as long-term goals. Currently
WPI doesn't have a central decision making system where all the strategil:: decisions to be made can be relat ,d
to the general context, helping the decision makers in evaluating the iJmP'lct of their decisions on other
disciplines. Also the data is not maintained electronically thus providing rhe ability to view and analyze the
data for informational purposes. Any inefficiency in the maintained records causes the results to be skewed or
biased or inaccu:~ate.Also all this information is not related to any location or space directly. UseJCs might
know the location of some equipment by knowing the mark numbers or codes attached to the e uipment,
but in many ca es a standard for recording the mark numbers or codes f()r equiprnent is not maintained. rrhus
it might be impractical to know the locations of every piece of equipment on campu, by mentally associating
it with a particular location. Also creating a standard for mark numbers or equipment codes for locating it
accurately on catnpus might work but the proce s of decoding the code to find the equipment location might
be time consuming. The use of an integrated 3D system will provide electronic maintenance of records which
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are spatially referenced and which can be easily viewed and queried to provide the required information useful
for facilities maintenance. Also the data attribute such as space, furnitu re, equiptnent and employee
characteristics ,vill be linked to graphics offering analysis capabilities including optimization studies, space
utilization and cost projections. The integrated 3D system can thus pro"\ide some solution to the current
needs of facilities management at WPIS.
2.2.2 Benefits of this project towards improving Facilities IVlanageme t
Currently WPI has hired contractors to map and inspect the safety equip:ment that are of a building
or its safety equipment is found to be inadequate to meet the building cClde requirernents the equipment wi~
have to be upgr·aded to be code compliant. This process has already star :ed, and ,vill make some of the
quipment files and documentation obsolete. There is currently no all-er.compassing location map showing
th ntire syst nJ. of safety equipment. All the current maps are paper ba ;ed copies which are not readily
assessable or updateable, thus if a ingle change is made, then a new set l)f docum.ents is needed.
This integrated 3DIJBM-GIS syste1m will help to solve these problems b~T providing a central database of
information for the facilities and the equipment right from the conceptic In of the project, to its construction
and then the 0p,~rations and maintenance, thus creating a healthy databa:;e of inforrrlation which can be used
for predicting the cost forecasts during the use of the facility and later fa r future reference for sirnilar new
proj cts.
2.3 Hazardous Waste Management
WPI is J~equired to meet stringent regulations set by federal, state, and local organizatione . In recent
y ars colleges uch Columbia University, Long Island University and New Jer ey C.ity University were faced
with a total of $J.1 million in penalties for alleged violations of hazardou; waste regulations. The U. .
nvironmental ])rotection Agency (EPA), as part of its ongoing efforts t) ensure the protection of those
working at and attending institutions of higher learning, has issued civil enforcement actions against the thre
universities alleging violations of federal and tate laws that provide for t] le safe handling and disposal of
hazardous wa tes. "These complaints and penalties highlight the real ben efits of dle self-audit and disclosure
program that J PA is promoting at college and universities," said EPA. :\.egional Admini trator Jane M.
5 Ma ter Thesis, Veinlan 2005
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enny. "EPA encourages colleges and universities to take advantage of these programs but they should al 0
keep in mind that we will continue to inspect institutions that are not taking part in them."
At the present time, this university has a "Hazardous Waste Management I)lan," to ensure all
inspections are met with perfection. The EOSO is an organization set u:) to make sure this plan is
implemented, and it focuses on managing the collection of hazardous w'lste, disposal of hazard us, and any
guidance n ed d for other environmental health operation. We were al:le to interv"ew the manager of this
organization, Dave Messier, and he was able to demonstrate the clutter t.nd confusion that uch an exten ive
program can create simply by the actions he took in retrieving informati,)n and records for us. It was clear
that records were scattered and his process of completing inspections W~LS completely manual. He explained
how much easier his job would be with the use of navigational mapping program that would keep track of t::ne
process for him. The future product of our IQP would allow the EOSO to simply check a computer device
to see what areas need to be checked, which need to be emptied and general recoJ~d0 of the area stored in a
database.
2.3.1 Satellite Accumulation Areas
In 1980, EPA promulgated hazardous waste management regulations under the Resource
Con ervation and R covery Act (RCRA), which included standard for generators of hazardous \Xlaste. With
r p ct to storage of hazardous waste on-site by generators, these regulat ions origlnally made no distinction
between the ini .al accumulation of hazardous waste at various points of generation (i.e., satellite'
accumulation) and storage at locations where hazardous waste is consolidated for on-site management or
transportation off-site. EPA amended the hazardous waste generator reg llations on December 20, 1984, to
allow g nerators to store hazardous waste in satellite areas as long as certlin conditions were met. State
programs, however, do not have to allow for the accumulation of hazard )US waste in satellite areas or may
have more tringent requirements for these waste accumulation areas. A :;atellite accumulation area is a
storage location at or near any point of generation where hazardous wast ~s initially accumulate, which is
under the control of the operator of the process generating the waste. W:lstes stored in these areas are ubject
to regulatory requirements that are less stringent than requirements applicable to hazardous wastes 'tored in
p rmitted, interitn tatus, or 90-day storage areas meeting the applicable Itrovisions of 40 CFR 264, 265, or
262.34(a), resp ctively.
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2.3.2 DEP Hazardous Waste Regulations
Satellite Accumul.7tion Area (SAA) Locations
WPI has established SAAs that meet the criteria described in Section 7.1 in areas adjacent to waste
generation. A li:;ting of these locations is provided in Appendix A.
Satellite Actumulation Area Inspections
Satellite Accumulation Areas are inspected weekly following the information contained in Appendix
B. The SAA's responsible person or designee will indicate completion of the inspection by initialing the
inspection posting in the appropriate location on the form. They are alsc responsible for either taking
corrective action or contacting the EOSO for assistance.
2.3.3 Labeling
Waste containers must be properly labeled to ensure that required hazard, content and regulatory
information are documented and communicated. Labeling requirements are based on the intended
disposition of tbe container, i.e., whether the container is stored in a SAi" MAA or will shipped off-site to a
treatment, storage or disposal facility for ultimate disposal. The labeling 1equirements for waste stored on site
are found below. Pre-printed labels are available from the EOSO, 508-K,1-5216 or the Chemistry
Department Stock Room, Room 114 Goddard Hall, phone, 508-831-5244.
Satellite Accurn. A.-ea Start DateJ
.9.b.~.m.!g.§!.L~.~.m.~.(~:t.. .i.!]g.!.~ ..g.Q.~.!?.~.0.~.f:~.HQr.!.~.; .._ ".b~.Q.!.~.
~l
Ph ~iC81Stete: n Solid n LIquid n G~s
n corc'::..::::.a CQ~~~6::~~e~Ch;:~I:~~~~:'-'·~-,.o-.-;v- .."1
n Polymerlzoblo r:; Irrltonl: r-; Toxic r PyrophorlC::
n Wotor reoctive r .... Other
r'E";:"j'id'i';;'~';' ···············fC;:;,;;;,.1.:
r·"·o·o·m·,····· .. . . .. . ········ip· o·;;·.·,· .. . .
Figure 1: Hazardous Waste Labels for Satellite Accumulation Areas
2.3.4 Satellite Accumulation Areas Requirements
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The Small (~uantity Generators in Massachusetts are permitted to a,:cumulatl_ up to 55 gallons of
hazardous waste or one (1) quart of acutely hazardous waste In satellite :lccumulation areas (SAl\.) if the
following requirements are met: The hazardous waste must be generated as a result of a process occurring at
the specific point of generation where the wastes are initially accumulat d. See figure below for SAA
r quirements6
• The SAA must be under the control of an individual directly re'ponsible for the proces c; generating
the wastes.
• Only on -container per 'waste streanl may be used at anyone tirle. The n1aximum capacity of the
container is 55 gallons of hazardous waste or one (1) quart of ac utely hazardous waste.
• When a container is full, it must be dated immediately and within 3 days, moved to the tnain torag(~
area.
• 'The surface where containers in the SAA are stored must be fre_ of cracks and gap and sufficiently
impervious to contain leaks, spills, and accumulated precipitatio: 1.
• Each container must be marked with the following: The words "I-Iazardous Waste"
• The chemical names, in words (e.g., acetone, toluene)
• The cornponents and their percentages
• Containers must be in good condition, compatible with waste ar.d closed during storage. (Free of ru t
and/or structural damage).
• The containers must be handled in a manner to prevent rupture or leakage and must be :~paced 0
they can be inspected.
• The satellite accumulation area must be inspected weekly.
2.4 Fire Protection and Safety
Fire safety is one of the most important standards for WPI to m lintain. A. university of this nature cannot
afford to put there students and faculty at risk for loss of life. As of now, there are inspections throughout each
building on campus that are of no designated process or design. The insp ector is forced to go through, building by
building, floor by floor, to inspect each ftte safety equipment item and th_ structural design. The de ign of our
project will allo\\' these inspector to have information on hand before th ey begin their inspections 0 they n c>
6 Hazardous Waste Management Plan
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exactly where each item is through our 3D mapping system and will allc,w them to complete inspections in half the
time and with better efficiency.
2.5 Building Equipment and Safety Codes
2.5.1 Fire Extinguishers
The building safety code stipulates requirements for travel distan..e to fire extinguishers. Extinguishers
for Class A, Class B, Class C, Class D, and Class K type fire hazards mu;t fall witnm a maximum travel
distance accordng to the extinguisher type. The size and rating of extinpushers must fall within the
classification rating of the building and its rooms. The presence and use of portable fire extingui hers can
prevent a large number of fires from becoming more serious, however, portable extinguishers are only
intended for use on small fires, not intended to attempt extinguishing lalge blazes.
Fire is a chemical reaction in which a material rapidly reacts with oxygen, a process known as
oxidation. Three elements are necessary for rapid oxidation to occur: heat, o}''"ygen and a fuel (some
combustible materialY Different types of combustible materials are clas:;ified into five common fire-types,
known as Class A, Class B, Class D, and most recently, Class K fires. Sirlllarly, portable fire extinguishers are
classified accorcing to the class of fire on which they may be used.
Class A extinguishers will put out fires in combustibles such as wood, paper, and cloth. Class B
extinguishers are rated for flammable liquids such as gasoline, grease, oil:;, and cooking fats. Class C
extinguishers are to be used on burning electrical equipment. Class D eXlinguishers are designed for use on
combustible metals, and Class K extinguishers are designed for extinguishing kitchen grease fires.
Chemical
7 www.fs.utoronto.com; 2003
Halon Water Carbon Dioxide
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Figure 2: Fire Extinguisher Types
Fire extinguishers work by either cooling the burning fuel, by rc~stricting or removing oxygen from
the f1te, or by interfering with the chemical reaction so the f1te can't cor .tinue to burn8.
Four common types of extinguishing ubstances (extinguishant,) are used in f1te extinguishers; ac.l
type of extinguishant is used on a given class of fire. The dry-chemical ~ rpe extinguishing substances are u cd
on several type': of f1tes, such as paper, gasoline, and electrical f1tes. Dry -chemical ~vpe f1te extinguishers caJ}
be effectively u~;ed on Class A, Class B, and Class C f1tes. Dry-chemical xtinguishers contain an
extinguishing substance and a non-flammable gas as a propellant. They have an advantage over CO2
extinguishers as they leave a blanket of non-flammable material on the extinguished material whLch reduce
the likelihood of re-ignition. Dry chemical substances make a terrible me ~ss -- but if the choice is a f1te or a
mess, the mess :lS preferable. There are two kinds of dry chemical exting ushers: type Be extinguishers
contain sodium or potassium bicarbonate and type ABC extinguishers o)ntain arrill1.onium phosphate9.
11le halon type extinguishing agent contains a gas that int errupts the chemical reaction taking
place when the fuel burns. Halon extinguishers are used on Class B, and Class C fires, but are particularly
useful for protecting electrical equipment, since the extinguishing substa lce does not cause damage to
electronic equipment and there is no residue to clean up following its USl~.
he water type extinguishers use water and a compres ed gas. Tms type of extinguisher is u ed to put
out Class A f1te~; such as wood, paper and cloth, but is not suitable for class B, C and D f1tes such as burnin?
liquids, electrical f1tes or reactive metal f1tes. In these cases, the flames w ill be spread or the hazard made
gr ater. (http://www.ilpi.com/safety/ extinguishers.html)
Th carbon-dioxide (C02) type extinguisher uses carbon dioxidt· stored as a compressed liquid a tt.e
extinguishing substance. As the liquid C02is released, it expands, coolin~~ the air surrounding the f1te. The
gaseous form of CO2is 50% heavier than air so the gas sinks to the base of the f1te to readily extinguish it.
This type of extinguisher is designed to be used on Class B f1tes (flamma ble liquids) and Class C electrical
f1tes. They don't work very well on class A f1tes because the material usu illy reignites. C02 extinguisher have
an advantage oVler dry-chemical in that they leave behind no harmful residue9.
2.5.2 Fire Extinguisher Labels
Labeling on f1te extinguishers made up of symbols and letters, p:~ovides the u er with ready
information as to the size and class of fire the given extinguisher is desigt Led to put out, a well a identifies
8 \V\~T\~T.t chworks.com; 2002
9 \v\vw.ilpi.coln· 2002
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the extinguishing agent which the extinguisher contains. Classes of fite may be noted on labels with either
the traditional clas ification symbol or with the newer pictograms. (See )elow.)
Figur ~I: Old Style xtinguisher Labeling Icons
(hltp.l/\V\VW.hanford. gOYI fire / safety/ exr1.ngrs.ll t:111)
The old style fite extinguisher labeling icons are shown in Figur~ 3. These icons on an extinguisher's
label indicate a device's suitability for either Class A - - ordinary combus tibles fites (a gr en triangle with the
I tter A in it), Cla s B - - flammable Liquid fite (a red square with the ll~tter B in it) Class C - - electrical
quipment f1!es (a blue circle with the letter C in it), and Class D - - com bustible lnetals fites (a five-point
yellow tar with the letter D in it). Note: since Class K is a relatively new classification of combu tibles, the
n w pictograms (See below in Figure 6) are used to represent this class r 1ther than the older colored shape
icons.
Figure 4: New Style Extinguisher Labeling: Pictograms
The ne\v style Extinguisher labeling shown in Figure 6 indicates the suitability of a fite extinguisher
d vice for use on ordinary combustibles, flammable liquids and kitchen f ires, but not on electrical fites.
The size of a portable extinguisher is typically expressed on the label in either pounds of dry chemical
or in gallons of liquid contained in the unit. Size is sometimes identified jn the extinguisher manufacturer'
model number.
The rating of extinguishers is controlled by laboratory testing, ei:her by Underwriter's Laboratories
(UL) or by the Fire Marshal (FM). The higher the extinguisher's rating, tle greater the capacity.
Class j~ extinguishers have a numerical rating referring to the ajnount of extinguishant the device
holds and the area of fite it can successfully extinguish. For example, a rating of 1 on a Clas A e tinguish r
mans that it hold 1 1/4 gallons of water. A Class A extinguisher rated 1S 2, means it contains 2 and 1/2
gallon of water. The numerical rating on clas B extinguisher indicates 1he approxitnat number of square
feet of burning hquid that a non-expert would be able to extinguish. Clas; C extingui h rs are not marked
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with a numerical rarino-; however, the letter "C" appearing on a Class C extinguisher indicates that the
extingui hing agent being u ed is non-conductive. Although Class D ex ·nguishe.rs often have no numerica:l
rating, they are often specifically produced for extinguishing a particulaJ' type of burning metal.
2.5.3 Illuminated Building Exit Signs
Illuminated building Exit signs are a Ie s complex safety system than backflow prevent rs, prinkl:~
syst m , or ftte extinguishers. Exit signs are visibly located above doonvays marking the building egress
routes.
The general maintenance of an illuminated exit sign involves pe riodic inspection to insure that it is
functioning prop rly. If a sign is not illuminated, then the lamp(s) must )e replao~d or the wiring repaired or
replac d. If the fiXture has been accidentally damaged or damaged through tampering, then it must be
repaired or replaced. The battery back-up power supply must be periodi.:ally tested and fixed or replaced
whenever found impaired.
2.5.4 Illuminated Exit Sign Regulations
The bu:llding safety code stipulates that illuminated Exit signs be continuously illuminated (24x7), the
size of lett ring to be used for the signs, and that such signs be visibly 10 ·:ated above every building egress
point in a building. Further, an illuminated Exit ign must be located wh~rever the direction of e; ress is
ambiguous, such as at a juncture of corridors.
igure 5: Exit Sign
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2.5.5 Emergency Lighting
The building safety code stipulates that the floor along the builc ling egress paths be illurninated with
mergency lighring. rfhis lighting must fall within a specific range of intt nsity for each individual lamp in tht_
lighting system and that each lamp in the system has access to battery b: ckup po\ver. All emergency lighting
systems must be tested on a known prescribed schedule.
2.5.6 Sprinkler Systems
Automatic sprinkler systems are fire protection devices that mal nly serve to slow and contain
building [1fes, thus buying time for occupants to escape and the [1fe department to arrive. In some ca
sprinklers can extinguish [1fes if the source of ignition is in close proxim.ty to a sprinkler device. It is a
commonly held belief among [1fe safety experts that sprinklers are one 0 f the most lmportant [1fe safety
devices. The National Fire Protection Association (www.NFPA.com) claims that sprinklers reduce the risk of
[1fe relat d death and property loss by over 50% in all types of property) also no more than two people have
ever been know to die from [1fe related causes in a fully prinkler-fitted building 10.
The co~;t of retrofitting sprinklers in existing buildings is known to range from about $1.50 to $2.50
p r square footlI . Furthermore, the savings due to the reduced cost of [1J·e insurance is estimated to pay for:1
sprinkler system in approximately 20 years. This is not a particularly long time given that buildings can easily
last much longeJ~ than 20 years before renovations are needed. The economic justification alone strongly
sugg sts that sprinklers are a good investment; in particular when the od er advantag s of impro Ted [1fe
safety are accounted for, sprinkler retrofitting appears to become more tJ lan just a sen ible investment. If tb e
ourced data is correct, then sprinkler retrofitting actually appears to be t savings, an d the decisi n to retrofit
sprinklers then becomes obvious, perhaps it's even foolishly ri ky not to retrofit!
1 i he most important data for sprinkler systems are the previous 1esting datec' and their locations
within buildings. Sprinkler systems are not regulated federally, only by tr e state government. In
Massachusetts, all buildings taller than 75 feet are required to have adequ ate [1fe protection by automatic
prinklers in accordance with the provision of th state building code. Cprinklers are exempt from c rtain
areas in public plac s such as ho pital patient rooms, public and private 1braries and plac s of worship.
10 \v\v\v.NFPA.con1; 2004
11 Fire Sprinkler 1~etwork, 2005
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These places have the option of having an automatic sprinkler system however they aren't required to under
state law. In Massachusetts regulations can also be modified at anytime as the fire marshal sees fit (Mass Gen
Law).
Tyco Flush Pendent T C I d P d t Reliable (Steadson)yco ancea e en en
Concealed Pendent
Q
Glilss Bulb Pendent Glass Bulb Sidewall
Figure 6: Types of Automatic Sprinkler Heads
,,,,\tw. firebus tefs.com
2.6 Modeling Software
AutoDesk REVIT:
Coming Soon!
Revit is a 3 dimensional object oriented parametric building modeling software. The building
information is created and designed as a collection of objects rather than objects such as walls, doors,
windows, etc. creating 3-dimensional models of buildings instead of plans, elevations and sections. Numerous
plan, section and elevation views can then be extracted from the 3D building model. The parametric
capabilities of R,~vit allow any changes made in the model to be reflected in all the 24 plans, sections, and
schedule of quantities to be updated to the model as a whole and are reflected in the elevations, 3D views,
sections and schedules of quantities. The objects used in creating the building model are defined or
characterized by the parameters, which govern the physical properties of the object.
The designer can modify some of these object parameters such as the geometric dimensions, material
properties, or even create a new custom designed object which is not already present in the object library.
These objects when used to create the building models, already have some attribute data associated with
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them, which can be useful for facilities management as well as operatiolls and maintenance such as the
manufacturer name, the date of installation, the cost of the item, the m~ terial finish, fire rating, and a embly
code . This cla..;sification enables a seamless link of all phases of a build ng life eycl ~ - from facilities
d velopm nt through facilities management, etc. along with the dimens onal parameters such a the
dimensions. The designer to represent the correct/actual data for the 01 ~jects that "Till be used in the actual
con truction can modify this attribute information associated with the cbjects. Revit also provides
documentation capabilities. Users can create quantity schedules for objt cts uch as doors, windows, allowing
all the attribute fields to be displayed. The parametric process is extend{ d out to the documenta ·on side,
where changes :made to door schedules, room schedules, size amendme: lts are fed back into the model. This
will certainly take the chore out of going through the entire set of plans lmending each door in tum. The
ame can be applied to windows, M&E components, rooms and fixture:; and fittings. Thus the .JD Model
contains spatial data Qocation of various 0 jects within the project space:) as well as attribute data (features
and characteristics of the objects) 26 associated with all the objects used in creating the model, which
represents the actual as-built or to be built building/facility. Revit can al::o do an ()DBC (Open ~Database
Connectivity) export for all this attribute information to MS Access (dat tbase program). rrhis information i
tored in relevantly divided tables (a table for all the instances of a partie ular object such as all the doors
within the building, and a table for each object type such as all the types of doors, wmdow , walls, levels, etc:.
us d within the project) which are related to. each other and can be used in any reJlatLonal databa e.
MapInfo and GIS:
GIS uses computer technology to integrate, manipulate and dist lay a wide range of info] mation to
creat a picture of an area's geography, environment and socioeconomic characteristics. Beginning with a
computerized topographic map as its base, a GIS overlays and integrates gra ?hic and textual information from
parate databases. The end result is a customized and reliable tool that (an support decision making and
probl m olving and provide almost instantaneous answers to complex (uestions.
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3 ME1~HODOLOGY
The goal of this project is to explore the field of safety manage: nent and develop a 3D informatio~.
system for the ~X!PI campus and Plant Services. The system should allo v for the quick and easy flow of afLty
information and hould use new strategies, ideas, and technologies to ct eate a modernized approach to safety
management.
The primary objectives of our project were:
To provide Plant Jervices with a useful toolfor monitoring and updating safety infon 'Jation
To enerate a 3D rystem ofanalYzing and inspectinofire equipment and satellite acc; (mulation areas
To improve sajery ()n the WPI campus, by improving the current managementprocesj 9S
To determine the overall level ofsafety on the WPI campus
The r st of the chapter is divided into the following sections:
3.1 Project Boundaries - specifies the precise boundaries of tl e issues addres ed in th _project and
identifies key terms.
3.2 Collecting of Safety Data- explains how we gathered, org: Lnized and analyzed the information
on cite and health related safety on the WPI campus
3.3 Gellerating the 3D system of analyzing and inspecting fire equi:plltlent and sa ellite
accumulation areas - Discusses the techniques and strateEies used \vhen developing the 3D
modeling system.
3.4 Providing an analysis of inspection data- Depicts how t le system. can improve anagemen':
trategies and processes used by the Plant Services departm{ nt at WPI
3.5 Dete mining the overall level of safety on the WPI cam] )US- Discusses how the information
y tl m affects the WPI community and the overall level of lfety on carnpus
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3.1 Project Boundaries
This project was strictly defmed to fite safety, including all fite Jquipment, and health safety; satellite
accumulation areas only. Although energy consumption, backflow prevl ~ntors and other such information i,
an int gral part of safety on the WPI campus there was not enough time ~ to add them into the p oject.
However with the information provided in the following sections, these addition:~ can be made to the
information system very easily. One of our main goals of this project w~ s to completely model all the campu
buildings using 3D modeling software called Revit. We were partially ab.e to meet this goal by triod ling nll:,e
of the main institutional buildings on campus. We were bound to showi 19 safety data in two of the 3D
models, Godda:~d and Salisbury, where the fite equipment and Satellite J.lccumulation Areas where correctly
placed and info:rmation correctly attributed to them. This data was expo ~ted to ODCB database' and stored
into a universal databa e.
Figure 7: Goddard all showing Fire Extinguisher ao.d SAA's
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3.2 Collecting of Safety Data
3.2.1 Data Collection
rrhe d2.ta collection task was the fttst and foremost step of our ?roject because it was e basis for all
other objective,-'. Although last years IQP had most of the information e)n ftte equipment we were still
required to urvey many of the campus buildings to retrieve anything th lt was missing.
Three types of campus safety device data need to be collected; :)ortable fire extinguishers, illuminated
exit signs, and emergency lighting. Mr. Chris Salter, the Safety Manager of the Plant Services D _partm nt,
manages several aspects of safety at WPI, including ftte-safety equipmet.t in campu buildings. It was Mr.
Salter who assi ted the project team in obtaining most of the ftte-safety equipment data needed to build an
electronic databa e. Our project also needed satellite accumulation area locations, inspection data, and
container numbers and this was could be obtained with the help of Dav ~ Messier.
The fttle-extinguisher records given to the team consisted of a n umbered lis t of extinguisher device~i,
indicating their weight-capacity, type, and general location within a builc ing. The data format of this
equipment list \vas a Microsoft-Word document.
The da':a Plant Services had captured on these devices consistec of device i entification, device
description, device status, and approximate location. Different types of lnformation were recorded £01; each
type and unit of safety equipment. For example, the identified fite extin~ uishers had information records
pertaining to thLir type, weight, and general location. The illuminated e} it-signs records indicated the battery
size and the datl_ last tested. The Satellite Accumulation Areas defined he)w many waste containers each rOOJTI
contained, what chemicals were stored there, and the inspection records
3,,2,,2 Developing an Electronic Safety-Equipment Datal'ase
Our ainl in creating a safety equipment-systems database was th: 'ee fold: 1) to be able to improve the
timeliness and accuracy of the current campus safety equipment record-1 eeping process, 2) to streamline the
current process Df updating equipment data, and 3) to provide insight to this project team needed to
formulate inforr ed recommendations on how to improve safety in WPI buildings.
We wanted the databa e structure to support the ability to acces:, the database for multiple uses. The
data ne ded to be available through software objects for program referer ce, as well as for data-entry during
th databa e maintenance process. To achieve th se design objectives, it was necessary to make adju tment
to the data format in ord r to support all of the database's intended uses.
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The three types of fite-safety devices that were studied were fu ~ extinguishers, illuminated exit ign
and mergency lighting and on the health safety side, we studied the in Jections of the satellite accumulation
areas on campus.
3.3 Generating the 3D system of analyzing and in: ;pectin~~ fire equip ent an
satellite accumulation areas
3.3.1 Creating the Revit models
The creation of these models will require us to get a good hold In the program AutoDesk Revit.
After running through the tutorial and we could begin start by importin; ~ a single DWG of a WI)I campus
building an expl_riment with the design features of the program. Once \\ e were well enough to complete an
entire building top to bottom we could then move to complete the remt: ining buildings. They k y to creating
these mod Is is learning this program in a short amount of tirne and thi can only be accomplished by putting
time in to the experimentation of Revit. Once the models are able to be generated, the next step would b to
incorporate the databases into the models. Here, again we need to be fat ailiar with Access and MapInfo an .
the linking capabilities between the three of them which is laid out in ViI ~rnan Sanadadia's Master Thesi . We
need to be able to link the main 2D campus map, which has already \=>ee1 1 linked through GIS, with the
mod Is we are able to create in Revit. At the same time the attribute dat~ linked to the safety items in the
mod Is would need to be exported into MapInfo and Access. Once we 2 re able to link everythin together \Ve
will be well on our way to completing the information system.
3.4 Providing an analysis of the inspection data
3.4.1 Developing the Thematic Maps
The MapInfo program aims to pinpoint a specific area and view it from a satellite's perspective.
Once in MapInfo the user can click on the specific location of a building within the campus and at the sam
time have a 3D tDodel to examine at full scale. Each map contains many iles and :~ub-flles for each layer with
explicit coding syntax so that all sections of the map are organized and a< :curately di played. The MapInfo
program also allows the user to keep Microsoft Access tables and open t] lem into MapInfo format. This i
b neficial becauc:e the u er can view a safety index which would contain] )resent and previou saft.... ty records
k pt by WPI safety inspectors. Once the attribute databases were exportt d out of :Revit they could then be
import d into MapInfo to create thematic maps. These maps portrayed c _rtain information uch a date of
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last inspection and they can color code the specific f1te extinguishers to show which extinguishers have
recently been in pected and which have not. ~rhi connection of GIS with Revit allows the user to view sa£ ty
data in a spatially correct 3D environment which is the goal we were looking to accomplish.
3.5 Determining the overall level of safety on the ~VPI carrlp'us
Through the integration of the above objectives, the WPI Plant Services :Department will be able to
improve on many levels including the use, maintenance, and overall safety of campus buildings. y using an
accurate 3D map of the campus with easily accessible models of each building, Plant Services can efficiently
maintain and manage the safety of the WPI campus. This information system created was the st .pping stone
to the creation of our own personalized safety management system, which is more organized, structured, and
op rable than the past processes. By implementing our IQP with the current mode of safety management, the
level of safety her at WPI should be greatly improved
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4 RES1JLTS & ANALYSIS
4.1 Data Collection
Once we had gathered all the attributes and locations (If fite equip1nent and hazard waste
sites on campus we were able to produce a database in Access 'vhich could easily be understood and
managed. This gives the project its foundation since everything else works off the database of
information provided.
Figure 8: Database of fire extinguishers
Now instead of filing through cabinets and scattered papers, this databa~ e will allow Plant Services to look in
one location for all related data. A record of all the fite safety equipment locations and attributes is located on
the E-Buildings l-...lD. This will not only save time but also money since the system will be so easily adaptable
and acces ible. A.s new items are purchased or existing one changed, it will only take one step of bringing up
the database to t11ake the necessary adjustments. arne goes for the hazal dous waste sites as insp ction data
can a ily be managed within the database. This will allow inspectors to (:asily see "when they wer : la t
checked, if they have pas ed all the requirements, and of course what type of Satellite Accumulation Area they
are. All AA's locations and attributes are located .in Appendix A
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Figure 9: Database of Hazardous Wast~ Sites
4.2 Development of the 3D Models
Once the databases were established we could then begin to de' elop the 3Dl models of campus
buildings using the software Revit. By importing the 2D AutoCAD flo01 building plans into Revit, we were
able to accompli:sh this task much easier than creating them by hand. Or ce imported to Revit, we simply had
to trace over the imported CAD file by selecting and placing the walls of relevant ::;izes and material
representing the external as well as internal walls. This avoided the need to meaSill'e all the building
dimensions, minimizing the titne and effort needed in creating the 3D Model to some extent and also
reducing the manual errors in measurements. Eight institutional facilities on campus were created with all of
their true features; i.e. door locations, rooms, floo s, windows. Once we l.ad estabhshed the architectural
makeup of the b .lilding
Figure 10: alisbury Labs Revit Model
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we could begin to add in the safety data that we had put into database form. Each fire safety iteJTI and
hazardous waste site would have a list of information tagged to them S(I when you clicked on them in Revit
you could see aU their attributes.
Figure 11: Locating a Fire Extinguisher in th( Revit model
Now, the datab2.ses would be linked into Revit so when you wanted to ilspect an item such as a fite
extinguisher you could locate it on the 3D model and then see where it is and what information it has about
it. This now gives inspectors the ability to virtually navigate through the WI)! campus and its facilities without
even leaving the computer. This wi.ll save tin1e from having to walk arou nd campus to each and every item to
inspect them. At the saine, managers such as Dave Messier wi.ll have a IT .uch easier time maintaining
hazardous waste site data.
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Figure 12: Locatitlg Hazardous Waste Areas in the Revit models
4.3 Creation of the Information System
The linkage of all the programs was the final step for the information systetTI. At this point we had all
the itenls and place and now we just needed to combine them all. This took place by taking a
Maplnfo 2D layout of the campus map that had already been put into GIS. We then had to
import each individual building onto the map and
resize it so it \vould be prob bly fit and ":>e
proportional with the lIS "true location." This
took a good amount of time since the buildings
did not always resize to the proper fit in the pace
on the map. After each building was place onto
the 2D campus, there was only thl.oo final step of
importing the databases along with thern.
Figure 13: Washburn Shop Revit model
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Now, everything that you will need is centrally located on one map that can be used to manage safety
throughout it's' campus facilities. Figures of all the models are located itl Appendix C.
Figure 14: Revit models on Campus nap
------------~~--
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4.3.1 Technical Issues
The integration of the 3D Building Model with GIS posed some of its problems and lirrutations.
Some of the technical issues encountered while integrating Revit with lv.:apInfo were as follows 5:
1. \X!hen creating the 3D building model in Revit, not all the required ol'jects were present in the Revit object
library. New objects thus had to be created to represent the correct building components such a(;; the correct
sized doors and windows, the toxic and hazardous material containers, tne sprinkler shut-off
Valves, the sprinkler stand pipes, etc.
2. The floor plans exported from Revit (dwg fties) need to be assigned a coordina1te system. The floor plans
have a 'unit less' coordinate system with the origin lying at the centroid of the exported ftie. In order to geo-
register the floor plan in its correct location on the earth, it has to be ass Lgned a coordinate systern and the
correct coordinates. ~ro achieve this, the building floor plans exported from Revit were pasted onto the
Campus map CJ\.D file (already geo-registered) to match the building fOI)tprint. Tnis new CAD file
containing the building floor plan on the campus map was then translat( d to Maprnfo.
3. The building Hoor plans exported from Revit have a different scale thIn the carnpus map dra-wing. The
building floor plans needed to be rescaled and resized by a factor of 1/12 to fit the building footprints in the
campus map.
4. The building floor plans exported from the Revit 3D model, after res( aling; do not exactly fit onto the
building footprints seen in the campus map CAD ftie. A possible reason for this discrepancy could be that
the floor plans exported from Revit represent the wall projections, while the foot prints seen in the campus
map file are the building roofline projections, thus justifying the mismat<:h between the two.
5. It was observed that CAD fties containing blocks worked unpredictably when being translated to MapInfo.
All the blocks representing various objects such as doors and windows 1.tL the building floor plan exported
from Revit were thus exploded before being translated to MapInfo.
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6. The new CA]) fue containing the campus map and the building flOOl plans bec01ne skewed after being
translated to MapInfo. The straight lines representing the walls and doers as seen in the exported building
floor plans froul Revit become crooked and skewed when translated to MapInfo.
7. The building attribute data exported from Revit to Access does not lllclude all the relevant lin] s between
the different tables containing the different objects types. E.g.: The 'Do )rs' table .is not linked to the 'Room~'
table thus associating the doors with the respective rooms to which the)' open.
8. In order to geo-register the building attribute data (exported from ReTit) onto the campus map containing
the building floor plans in GIS, there has to be a common field (Locaticn Code) ,vhich can be picked by the
software to link the data to its correct location. The fttst attempt was to add the 'lJocation Code' to individual
building objects in the exported building floor plans in AutoCAD. That gh the location code could be added
as block attribute in AutoCAD, the new fue containing blocks could n01 always be translated to Maplnfo.
The Location Codes for different building objects were then adde~ dire(:tly to the respective object layers on
the translated campus map file containing the building floor plans in Maplnfo, which could be easily used to
link the building attribute data (also containing the Location Codes) to tJ leir respective locations.
4.4 Analysis
The analysis was developed in Maplnfo with the intention of showing a color display representation
of inspection dara. A map of Goddard was created in 2D format in last J'ear's project and this was used to
place ftte extinguishers in their correct location with their inspection datl attached to them. We then created a
Thematic Map "rhich gave a color scale of data on the map so more recently checked extinguishers would
show up dark blue while ones that haven't been checked in awhile showl~d up a lighter blue. This was a clear
visual of exactly which extinguishers should be checked fttst before any ,)ther ones. ]Because Revit cannot
interpret information in this way, we believed that the best thing for an 2nalysis was just to simply
d monstrate ho~v information from Revit could be exported into other Ilrograms :)uch as MapInfo in order to
view safety information in this type of way.
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Figure 15: Thematic map showing fire insl'ection data
5 CONCLUSIONS
The integration of the 3D models with the GIS can thus help s,)lve many of the issues regarding
interoperability between different project participants. The benefits of using a 3D model provided by Revit
instead of 2D CAD drawings can be tremendous in helping the users vi ;ualize and understand the true
environment in~;tead of trying to imagine the possible scenario. An added benefit of using 3D building
models (Revit) instead of 2D CAD with GIS is that Revit with its objeCi oriented technology (objects having
attributes, relations, and functions associated with them) provides a hug ~ information database which can b(:
shared by GIS t:1US avoiding the need to collect/create data manually. Tb.e integra.ted 3DPBM-GIS system
can be used for a variety of applications such as
1. Tracking and documentation of changes/renovations across campus through a central database.
2. A systematic and well monitored system will help in tracking dcwn the problems within a facility,
thus helping in a quick and effective solution (temporary as welJ as permanent).
3. Since tne facilities management will be carried out from a centr~ 1database it will be easier to relate
and understand any proposed changes in the existing facilities a:: they affect the surrounding facilities
and environment.
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4. This project will help in reducing some of the contracting cost:; for facilitie management by
providing up-to-date information (spatial as well as attribute information) from a central databa e,
avoiding the need to maintain and integrate different databases across campus.
5. Facilities space management applications such as knowing fairly accu ~ate space rrLeasurement , space usage
(office, labs, classrooms, etc.), maintaining space occupancy records ancl department re ponsible can be very
useful for facility managers. Though some applications such as providi~ g detailed. building floor plans to [trl __
safety personnel or maintaining equipment maintenance and inspection schedules can be taken care to
different extent:, by using Revit and Access alone, most other applications improving facilities management
will require the use of spatial analysis capabilities provided by GIS. E.g.: Some applications uch as
maintaining equipment inspection schedules and querying the data to pl0vide current equipment maint nance
schedules can be done using only Revit and Access; the results cannot be spatially displayed on a building
floor plan/campus map providing an informative picture to users from which trends and patterns can be s I __n
unless a GIS is used. Also the queried results from Acce s can be manu:Llly located in Revit maybe for a
building or two, but the system can become very tedious and erroneous when analyzing data for a whole
campus, which in ludes numerous buildings and facilities. Using only a :,D modelinp- system for the life cycle
of a facility wo:uld be us~ful onlY,for the design and co~structionphases of the facility, while using the GIS
would only aid in the facilities management and planning process. IntegJ'ating the 3D modeling with GIS
provides a systelTI that can be used for a facility from its design phase through the construction phase and
then for facilitie:) management. The continuous flow of information rigr t from the conceptual stage of a
project to the con truction and then to life cycle management till the velY end of the project's life cr ates a
healthy database of information which is regularly updated and maintained and can be used for analyzing the
proj ct life cycle costs which can further be u ed as a reference for future projects. Before a complete
working 3DPB11-GIS system can be prepared, some issues must be addressed wbich might ham er the
creation and usability of such an integrated system.
1. Departrnents should be designated to create, update and mainta.n data for the syst m. T e role of
each participating department should be established, accepted alld clearly d )cumented to avoid
future conflicts in data maintenance and usability. Also it is impt)rtant that responsible parties be
designated to ensure that tasks are completed and to minimize (uplication of efforts.
2. Standards should be developed to maintain a consistent information pattern which can be easily shared
among u ers. Dev loping standards for data field characteristics, naming conventions, standards or drawing
element fr quency of update, and some oftware standards could be u _fu!. It is thus better to keep the two
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software (3DP]3M and GIS) separate allowing each to cater to their inc ividual capabilities and nctionalitics,
while integrating their applications thus helping create a variety of appLcations helpful for facilitie
management and thus avoiding the need to create a system that is capable of doing drafting, as "'well as
database managem nt and spatial analysis making the system very cumbersome, cOjmplex to use and which
would require rouch more computing power than any of the CAD or C-IS considered individually.
6 RECOMMENDATIO S
Th integration of 3D and GIS being a newly researched field prov.des many opportunities for future
research. Some recommendations for future scope of work are:
1. The pos ibility of developing and integrating the animation caplbilities (4D studies) of GIS with th,~
data provided by the 3DPBM to provide a PDA MIS.
2. The po'sibility to provide an Internet based system including an interface to view the GIS results and
al 0 the abiJity to manipulate or update the data through the interfa(:e. Users being able to observe the
r suIts in a general and broad context through the GIS web interfac~.When zooming in on details they
get an option to either view the facility in the GIS environment or t:le Revit environment. And then
based on th access privileges users are able to update the data in G [S or Revit. 1"hese change are then
in tantly updated to both the systems through a seamless interface. :l. This can be possible if Revit
provides a \veb tool, which allows users to open Revit files and man lpulate therrl on the internet. b. Also,
the current :;ystem' limitation to export only the vector data from JlutoDesk RLvit to AutoCJAD limits
th po sibility of integrating GIS with 3D Model on the fly due to tlle need of adding the Location Cod,~s
to individua.l objects manually in MapInfo.
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Appendix A
Worcester Polytechnic Institut ~
Satellite Accumulation Areas
Hazlrdous Waste Inspection Report - S 'lte tellite Accumulation Are~sI ; .:.
Insdection Date: Nov. 2, 2004 !,
Location # of Cont. Signage Containen Labels Wkly.lnsp.
GH 04 5
GH 06 15
GH 07 5
GH 010 0
GH 016 0
GH 017 3
GH 023 0
GH 109 0 I
:.
GH 110 0 ~
GH 116 0
,
GH' 118 1 1 1 "r
!
GH 203 0 ,~,
GH 208 5 2 ,
GH 209 0
GH 210 0
GH 211 2
GH 212 0
GH 213 j 0
GH 214
-
0
GH 215 0
GH 217 6 r
GH 220 0
.;;;
GH 221 0 F
GH 222 0 (GH 225 0 ,.
,.
GH 226 0 I~
GH 303 2
GH 306 8
GH 307 5
GH 308 3 1--
GH 309 0
HL 012 1
HL 026 ; 0
.1
Hl. 124 f 0
I
!
,
KH 06 2 ItKH 010 11
OH 04 0
OH 014L 0
JSL 11 ~~ ~ 11
Sl 21~, 8
SL 21~1 1
..;,
SL 220 0
SL 22~~ 0
SL 224 2
SL 22B 0
I
-1
SL306
"~. 9 1
SL 310 12
SL 31~~ 0
SL 316 0
SL 32'1 0
SL 32:~ 0
Sl 40;~ 1 3
SL 404 5
S 405
f 8
SL 40~3A 2
SL 40138 0
SL 401 0
~\
SL 414 0
SL 41.5 0
t~
WS 107 1
WS250 5
WS 3:~8 0
WS 341 2
WS342 0
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Boiler Plant'
HVAC Shop
Paint Shop t
Prescott St. t
2
1
1
1
# of Cant. ·jgns Container! abets Wkly. 1!l§£:.
r
\
I
Total~; , 148 4
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Appendix B
Satellite and Main Hazardous Waste Accumulation Area
Inspection Forms
WPI Hazardous Waste Storage Area Weekly Inspection Log
1. Are all hazardous waste containers labeled with a hazardous waste la' )el?
2. Are all the chemicals listed on the label? (No formulas or abbreviations).
3. Ar all the hazards checked off that best describe the waste?
4. Are all the containers closed and capped tightly during storage?
5. Are all the containers stored within a designated secondary container)
6. Are all incorrtpatible wastes segregated properly?
7. Is there only one container per waste stream in the storage area?
8. Is the building/room # information filled out at the top of the label?
Note To All Hazardous Waste Gene ~ators:
This inspection must be done every week. I)lease fill in the date; your n~,me; if all conditions were 01<., place a
check in that ection; or, enter additional information in the Other secti )n, for any corrective measur taken.
Contact the
nvironm ntal and Occupational Safety Office at x5216, if you have anv questions.
Date arne 01Z Other
Appendix C
Results: Revit Models
Figure 11: Atwater Kent Revit Model
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Figure 12: Goddard Hall Revit Mcdel
42
Figure 13: Olin Hall Revit Motel
43
Figure 14: Higgins Revit Model
44
Figure 15: Salisbury Labs Revit Model
45
Figure 16: Stratton Hall RevzI Moiel
46
Figure 17: Washburn Shops Revit Arodel
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